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Illustrated Properties’ Billy Nash
Closes Sale Of Iconic Florida Keys
Property Offered At $17.5M
SEPTEMBER 1, 2022

Billy Nash

Billy Nash, founder of Nash Luxury at Illustrated Properties – a member of The
Keyes Family of Companies, sold yet another Old Florida hidden gem – this
time in the Florida Keys. The power broker closed the sale of the iconic Geiger
Key Marina, Restaurant, RV Park and Fish Camp, offered at $17.5 million.
Bobby Mongelli, owner of Geiger Key since the 1970s, sold the mixed-use
property to Parakeet Communities. Based in Rockville, Maryland, Parakeet
specializes in operating manufactured housing communities throughout the
U.S. It has more than 25 communities in Florida alone and is actively seeking
acquisitions to add to its portfolio of premier properties.

The transaction closed on Aug. 31. Nash led a discreet marketing process for
Geiger Key, qualifying the right buyer for the unique property. It played out in
a similar fashion to Nash’s sale of Quail Creek Plantation, offered at $25
million, in Okeechobee, Florida in 2021.
“Early in the pandemic, I felt there would be strong demand for remote and
private destination properties like Geiger Key and Quail Creek,” said Nash, who
also closed the $10.7 million sale of a waterfront compound on Marathon’s
Grassy Key in 2021. “Geiger Key is a fishing, boating and restaurant destination
set in a tropical paradise with a laid-back feel and the old school charm of the
Florida Keys. I am proud to successfully list this gem on behalf of
Bobby Mongelli, who was an incredible steward of the island for many decades
and a very successful entrepreneur.”
Nash partnered with David Kendall, a marina sales expert and senior advisor
at SVN Florida Commercial, in the transaction.
Named after Captain John Geiger, one of Key West’s early residents, Geiger Key
is conveniently located within 30 minutes of Old Town. It includes an RV park
with nearly 40 pads available for rent, a boat basin, restaurant and tiki bar.
Parakeet plans to operate the property as is, maintaining the rich tradition of
Geiger Key.
Mongelli and his family own and operate another iconic Florida Keys property,
Hogfish Bar & Grill, and Roostica Wood-Fire Pizzeria on Stock Island.
Nash, host of AWE Network’s “Selling Mega Mansions” and head of Illustrated’s
Nash Luxury, has leveraged his exclusive relationships built over a two-decade
career on Wall Street to become a household name in luxury real estate. In the
past few years, Nash has closed high-end sales involving National Football
League, Major League Baseball and National Hockey League team owners,
sports stars across many of the top professional leagues, the former manager
of the Rolling Stones and many more high-profile individuals and families.
“Billy Nash is an incredible dealmaker and continues to expand his geographic
reach, brokering ultra-luxury sales from the Florida Keys to the Palm Beaches
and beyond,” said Illustrated President Daniel Dennis. “We commend Billy on
his impressive work with the sale of Geiger Key and look forward to many more
trophy transactions.”

About Illustrated Properties:
With more than 650 Realtors® in 20 offices across South Florida, Illustrated
Properties has epitomized luxury real estate for nearly half a century. Highly
regarded in the Palm Beach real estate market and beyond for our
understanding, knowledge and customer service, the Illustrated Properties
advantage is unsurpassed. We are a community that is committed to providing
you with a great experience. We believe that our business is about more than
just real estate, it’s about taking care of people. Listing your home with one of
our distinguished Illustrated Properties Realtors® guarantees that your sale
benefits from our unmatched marketing ability and commitment to exceeding
your expectations. Our affiliation with The Leading Real Estate Companies of
the World®, Christie’s International Real Estate and Luxury Portfolio
International®, ensures that each of our clients have access to the best
resources, marketing tools and worldwide network, reaching over 120,000
agents and selling over 1,000,000 properties annually.
We are very honored to be recognized as our community’s local leader with a
global reach.

